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SUMMARY

While existing research shows that feedback-based congestion control mechanisms are capable of providing
better video quality and higher link utilization for rate-adaptive packet video, there has been relatively little
study on how to share network bandwidth among competing rate-adaptive video connections, when
feedback control is used in a fully distributed network. This paper addresses this issue by presenting
a framework of network bandwidth sharing for transporting rate-adaptive packet video using feedback. We
show how a weight-based bandwidth sharing policy can be used to allocate network bandwidth among
competing video connections and design a feedback control algorithm using an Available Bit Rate
(ABR)-like #ow control mechanism. A novel video source rate adaptation algorithm is also introduced to
decouple a video source's actual transmission rate from the rate used for distributed protocol convergence.
Our feedback control algorithm provides guaranteed convergence and smooth source rate adaptation to our
weight-based bandwidth sharing policy under any network con"guration and any set of link distances.
Finally, we show the on-line minimum rate renegotiation and weight adjustment options in our feedback
control algorithm, which o!er further #exibility in network bandwidth sharing for video connections.
Copyright ( 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the early work on the transport of real-time video over ATM networks relied on
preventive congestion control mechanisms. Under such mechanisms, each user must declare a set
of tra$c parameters (or descriptors) during call set-up time. Once admitted by the network, such
connection must either conform to its tra$c descriptors or the network will enforce such contract
through Usage Parameter Control (UPC) or policing. Such services, as de"ned by the ATM
Forum Tra$c Management Group, include the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) service and Variable
Bit Rate (VBR) service. The primary advantage of using CBR for video is the simplicity of the



connection management. However, such simplicity is achieved at the expense of both video
quality and e$cient network bandwidth utilization. The VBR service class attempts to provide
better statistical multiplexing gain and the required quality of service.1,2 However, due to
real-time video's often unpredictable nature, tra$c descriptors are di$cult, if not impossible in
some cases, to predict accurately during call admission.

Owing to the above problems with preventive congestion control techniques for packet video,
there has been a shift toward the use of combination of preventive and reactive (i.e., feedback-
based) congestion control schemes.3}5 All these mechanisms explore the rate-adaptive property of
video by using some feedback signal from the network to control the video generation rate. Such
mechanisms have shown to have two major bene"ts: (1) the quality of the video transmission is
improved when the network is not congested or degrades gracefully when the network is
congested; and (2) the network bandwidth is used e$ciently.

Recently, a closed-loop #ow control mechanism has been de"ned by the ATM Forum for the
Available Bit Rate (ABR) service class. It was originally assumed that data tra$c would bene"t
from such #ow control mechanism by taking advantage of any unused network bandwidth.
However, most data tra$c is bursty and small in size compared with the round-trip delay
bandwidth product. Therefore, it turns out that a closed-loop #ow control mechanism such as
ABR may not be able to e!ectively control bursty data tra$c in some cases. Consequently, a new
service class, called Unspeci"ed Bit Rate (UBR) and without using any feedback control
mechanism was introduced to transport bursty data.

Interestingly enough, at the same time, the ABR #ow control protocol's feedback control
mechanism may be ideal for transporting rate-adaptive video applications.6}9 Unlike bursty data
tra$c, video applications typically have much longer holding time and a feedback #ow control
mechanism can be very e!ective to control rate adaptive video. For example, a rate-adaptive
video using multi-layer encoding has a high and a low priority stream. The high priority
video stream can be supported by using the Minimum Cell Rate (MCR) concept in ABR
service, which can provide some minimum acceptable presentation quality. The low priority cell
rate may be supported by the available bandwidth from the network since such low
priority stream is intended to further enhance video quality. It has been shown in References 6,
7 and 9 that an ABR-like #ow control mechanism is capable of providing sustainable bit rate
for video with MCR guarantee and can further exploit any available bandwidth from the
network.

A key performance issue associated with using such feedback control for video transmission is
network bandwidth sharing among competing video connections. In particular, after guarantee-
ing each video connection its sustainable rate with MCR, how should the remaining network
bandwidth be allocated among all video connections? Prior e!orts such as References 3}5 and
8 did not address this issue. In References 6 and 7, an MCR-proportional max}min policy was
proposed to allocate the remaining network bandwidth. But it was not clear what distributed
feedback control algorithm should be employed to achieve such a network bandwidth sharing
policy.

This paper addresses these issues by presenting a framework of network bandwidth sharing for
rate-adaptive video using an ABR-like feedback control.

We "rst present a weight-based bandwidth sharing policy, also called =eight-Proportional
Max}Min (WPMM) policy, to allocate network bandwidth among video connections. Unlike
References 6 and 7 where the weight of a connection is set to its MCR, the weight associated with
each connection in this paper is generic, i.e., decoupled from (or independent of) its MCR. To
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achieve the WPMM policy in a fully distributed network, we employ an ABR-like mechanism
and design a feedback control algorithm. Our algorithm is an extension of the Consistent Marking
technique of Charny et al.,10 which was designed to achieve the classical max}min rate allocation
(without a minimum rate, peak rate, and weight for each connection). We show that our
algorithm provides guaranteed convergence to the WPMM rate allocation policy for all video
connections.

A unique feature associated with our feedback control algorithm is that it possesses the
so-called rate decoupling property. That is, a source's actual transmission rate can be decoupled
from the Allowed Cell Rate (ACR) variable at the source. To take advantage of this property, we
design a novel video source rate adaptation algorithm that provides a smooth (or infrequent)
encoder rate adjustment according to its own time scale. We show that our video source rate
adaptation algorithm is able to adjust a video source's rate gracefully to the potential available
network bandwidth without undergoing the undesirable frequent #uctuations of feedback rate
during transient periods.

Another contribution of this paper is that we have demonstrated the capabilities of on-line
dynamic renegotiation of minimum rate (MCR) and weight assignment options in our feedback
control algorithm. Such options are particularly important since the initial estimate of minimum
rate requirement or weight may not accurately re#ect the actual need of a particular video
connection. Without such renegotiation mechanisms, an accurate estimate of MCR is essential to
support minimum video quality. We show that our feedback control algorithm can converge to
a new rate vector for all video connections after some connection renegotiates its minimum rate
or weight.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the ABR #ow control
mechanism and shows the attractive features of using such a #ow control mechanism for
transporting rate-adaptive video. Section 3 de"nes the weight-based bandwidth sharing policy. In
Section 4, we present an ABR-like feedback control algorithm to achieve our network-wide
bandwidth sharing policy. Section 5 shows the rate decoupling property in our feedback control
algorithm and presents a video source rate adaptation algorithm based on such rate decoupling
property. In Section 6, we demonstrate the on-line MCR renegotiation and weight adjustment
capabilities of our feedback control algorithm. Section 7 concludes this paper and points out
future research directions.

2. SUPPORTING RATE ADAPTIVE VIDEO USING ABR-LIKE MECHANISM

The ABR service de"ned by the ATM Forum11 supports applications that allow a source end
system to adjust its information transfer rate based on the bandwidth availability in the network.
By the speci"cations in Reference 11, on the establishment of an ABR connection, the user shall
specify to the network both a minimum required bandwidth and a maximum bandwidth,
designated as Minimum Cell Rate (MCR) and Peak Cell Rate (PCR), respectively, for the
requested connection. The source starts to transmit at an Initial Cell Rate (ICR), which is greater
than or equal to its MCR, and may adjust its rate based on the congestion and bandwidth
information from the network. Although the available bandwidth from the network may vary, the
minimum rate (MCR) for each connection is always guaranteed.

A generic ABR #ow control mechanism for a connection is shown in Figure 1. Despite the
somewhat complex speci"cations in Reference 11, the basic idea for ABR is, in fact, quite simple.
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Figure 1. ABR feedback control mechanism

Basically, ABR employs the cooperation between the sources and the network through the
following three key components:

1. Information exchange: Special control packets called Resource Management (RM) cells are
inserted among the data cells to convey information between the sources and the network.
The source sets the "elds in the forward RM cells to inform the network about the source's
rate information (e.g., minimum rate, peak rate, current rate). The returning RM cells carry
the available bandwidth information of the network to the source.

2. Rate calculation: The network (switches) perform rate calculation based on the information
carried in the traversing RM cells and set appropriate "elds in the RM cells.

3. Source rate adaptation: A source is capable of adjusting its transmission rate based on the
feedback information in the returning RM cells.

For the video sources considered in this paper, we assume that each source employs adaptive,
multi-layered encoding combined with feedback-based rate control mechanism that can let its
encoder match the explicit feedback rate in the returning RM cell. The adaptive multi-layered
encoding divides the real-time video stream into high and low priority streams. The feedback
mechanism controls the output rates of each of these streams to account for the congestion state
of the network. The high priority cell rate can be adjusted to approximate to the amount of some
guaranteed minimum rate through reservation, while the low priority cell rate is adjusted to make
use of any additional unguaranteed (or available) bandwidth. The control of the overall output
rate of the video encoder requires the adjustment of the encoder's quantization parameters.

When used to transport such video tra$c in an integrated services network, an ABR-like #ow
control mechanism combines the best features of CBR and VBR tra$c control without their
major drawbacks. The admission control can make resource reservation for the lowest acceptable
Quality of Service (QoS) for video. In particular, the MCR concept in ABR comes naturally to
provide such CBR-like service to ensure minimum video transmission rate and presentation
quality. With feedback, the video encoder can adjust its transmission rate by modulating the
quantization level and adapt to any additional available bandwidth from the network through
the explicit rate information in the returning RM cell.
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3. A NETWORK BANDWIDTH SHARING POLICY

Since there are many video connections sharing a network, each trying to exploit additional
available bandwidth, it is essential that we have some rate allocation policy in place. In this
section, we show how a particular network bandwidth sharing policy can be used for video
connections. This policy guarantees each video connection some minimum required rate, and at
the same time can e$ciently allocate the remaining network bandwidth based on each video
connection's weight, so that each video's presentation quality may be enhanced and the network
utilization can be increased.

In our model, a network N is characterized by interconnecting switches with a set of links L.
Let Cl be the capacity of link l3L. A set of video connections S are in the network and share
the network bandwidth. Each connection s3S traverses one or more links in L and is allocated
a speci"c rate. Let Sl denote the set of connections traversing link l and MCR

s
and PCR

s
be the

minimum required rate and peak rate constraint (either imposed by the application or the
network port access speed) for each video connection s3S. In our policy, once a video
connection is admitted into the network, its minimum rate (MCR) is always guaranteed. Clearly,
for feasibility, we must have

+
s|Sl

MCR
s
(Cl for every l3L (1)

This criterion is used by admission control at call set-up time to determine whether or not to
accept a new video connection.

From equation (1), we see that there may be excessive bandwidth available on link l3L after
"rst allocating each connection with its sustainable bandwidth (MCR). We employ the following
policy to share such remaining network bandwidth among video connections. We let each
connection s3S be associated with a weight (or priority) w

s
. Such weight is assigned at call

set-up time. The remaining network bandwidth is allocated to each connection by using
a weighted version of the max}min policy based on each connection's weight. The "nal band-
width allocated to each connection is its minimum rate plus an additional &weighted' max}min
share. The following algorithm describes how such rate allocation policy works.

Algorithm 1. Weight-based rate allocation

1. Start the rate allocation of each connection with its minimum rate (MCR).
2. Increase the rate of each connection with an increment proportional to its weight until either

some link becomes saturated or some connection reaches its peak rate constraint (i.e., Peak
Cell Rate, PCR), whichever comes "rst.

3. Remove those connections that either traverse saturated links or have reached their PCRs
and the capacity associated with such connections from the network.

4. If there is no connection left, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, go back to Step 2 for the
remaining connections and remaining network capacity.

Our network bandwidth sharing policy as characterized by Algorithm 1 extends the classical
max}min policy with a minimum rate guarantee, peak rate constraint, and weight for each
connection. Note that the weight of each connection is decoupled from (or independent of) its
minimum rate, which adds considerably more #exibility than a MCR-proportional max}min
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Figure 2. A peer-to-peer network

policy used in Reference 6. To the best of our knowledge, the rate allocation policy introduced
here, together with the MCR renegotiation and weight adjustment options presented in Section 6,
o!ers the greatest #exibility in terms of network bandwidth sharing among all policies based on
the classical max}min.

Our network bandwidth sharing policy may o!er a pricing incentive for network service
providers. More speci"cally, each connection may be charged a premium rate corresponding to
the guaranteed bandwidth (i.e., MCR). Beyond this rate, each connection is allowed to share any
additional unguaranteed (or available) network bandwidth based on its weight (or priority). But
the pricing issue associated with the weight of a connection is not straight forward and deserves
further study.

We use the following simple example to illustrate how Algorithm 1 works to perform rate
allocation.

Example 1 (Peer-to-peer network). In this network (Figure 2), there are three video connections
at the input ports of switch 1 (SW1). An output port link of SW1 (Link12) is shared by these video
connections and is the potential bottleneck link. We assume the capacity on Link12 for these
video connections is 10 Mbps and that the minimum required rate, peak rate constraint, and
weight for each connection are listed in Table I. Table II shows the iterations of using Algorithm
1 to allocate network bandwidth for each video connection, which are explained as follows.

d Initialization: We start the rate of each connection with its minimum rate requirement
(MCR), i.e., 1)5, 1)0 and 0)5 Mbps for VC1, VC2, and VC3, respectively. Since the capacity of
Link12 is 10 Mbps, the remaining capacity of Link12 is then 10!(1)5#1)0#
0)5)"7)0 Mbps.

d 1st iteration: We increase the rate of each connection with an increment proportional to its
weight (equal weight for all connections in this simple example) until s

2
reaches its peak rate

constraint of 3)0 Mbps. At this point, we have 3)5, 3)0, and 2)5 Mbps for VC1, VC2, and VC3,
respectively, with a remaining capacity of 1)0 Mbps on Link12. Since the rate of VC2 has
reached its peak rate constraint and cannot be increased further during future iterations, it is
allocated this rate (3)0 Mbps) and is removed from future iterations.

d 2nd iteration: Further increase the rates of the remaining connections VC1 and VC3 with an
increment proportional to each connection's weight until there is no remaining capacity on
Link12, i.e., Link12 is saturated. The "nal rates for connections VC1, VC2, and VC3 are 4)0,
3)0, and 3)0 Mbps, respectively.

The following example shows how Algorithm 1 works in a multi-node network.

Example 2 (A three-node network). In this network (Figure 3), there are four video connections
and the output port links of SW1 (Link 12) and SW2 (Link 23) are potential bottleneck links for
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Table I. Minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, weight, and weight-
based rate allocation for each connection in the peer-to-peer network

VCI MCR (Mbps) PCR (Mbps) Weight Rate allocation (Mbps)

VC1 1)5 10)0 1 4)0
VC2 1)0 3)0 1 3)0
VC3 0)5 5)0 1 3)0

Table II. Iterations to allocate rate for each connection under WPMM in the peer-to-peer network

Session M(MCR, PCR) (in Mbps),=N Remaining capacity

Iterations VC1M(1)5, 10)0), 1N VC2M(1)0, 3)0), 1N VC3M(0)5, 5)0), 1N Link12

Initialization 1)5 1)0 0)5 7)0
1st 3)5 3)0 2)5 1)0
2nd 4)0 3)0 0

Figure 3. A three node network con"guration

these connections. Assume that the capacity of Link12 and Link23 are both 10 Mbps, respective-
ly, and the minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, and weight for each connection are
listed in Table III. Table IV shows the iterations of using Algorithm 1 to allocate rate for each
connection.

We emphasize that the weight assignment of each connection can be arbitrary and the "nal rate
allocation vector under Algorithm 1 is unique.

Also shown in the above examples is that the weight proportional rule is used only during the
intermediate steps in Algorithm 1 and that the "nal rate allocated to each connection, after
o!setting by its minimum rate, may not necessarily be uniformly proportional to its weight for all
connections. In particular, a connection traversing more hops (or bottleneck links) usually gets
smaller proportion of bandwidth (with respect to its weight) than a connection with the same
weight going through a fewer number of hops. Another point worth mentioning is that only the
MCR portion is intended to provide a CBR-like rate service and any additional bandwidth
sharing from the remaining network bandwidth based on a connection's weight is unguaranteed
since they may be taken in the future by a newly joined video connection requiring some
guaranteed minimum rate.
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Table III. Minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, weight, and weight-
based rate allocation for each connection in the three node network

VCI MCR (Mbps) PCR (Mbps) Weight Rate allocation (Mbps)

VC1 0)5 7)5 0)5 1)5
VC2 1)5 9)0 1)5 4)5
VC3 2)0 4)0 2)0 4)0
VC4 1)0 10)0 1)0 8)5

Table IV. Iterations of rate allocation for each connection under WPMM in the three node network

VCM(MCR, PCR) (in Mbps), =N Remaining
capacity (Mbps)

VC1 VC2 VC3 VC4 Link12 Link23
Iterations M(0)5, 7)5), 0)5N M(1)5, 9)0), 1)5N M(2)0, 4)0), 2)0N M(1)0, 10)0), 1)0N

Initialization 0)5 1)5 2)0 1)0 6)0 8)5
1st 1)0 3)0 4)0 2)0 2)0 7)0
2nd 1)5 4)5 3)0 0 5)5
3rd 8)5 0

sWe use some unspeci"ed "eld in the RM cell to carry the connection's weight.

4. A FEEDBACK CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR VIDEO

In this section, we show how an ABR-like #ow control algorithm can be designed to achieve the
weight-based bandwidth sharing policy for rate-adaptive video service.

4.1. The algorithm

Our feedback control algorithm includes a protocol for the end systems (source and destination)
and an algorithm for the switches in the network. A source end system has the following
parameters: Allowed Cell Rate (ACR), Initial Cell Rate (ICR), MCR, PCR, and Weight (=).
Similarly, the following "elds are used in an RM cell to exchange information between a source
and the network: Current Cell Rate (CCR), which is set to the ACR at the source, MCR, Explicit
Rate (ER), which is initially set to the PCR of the source and is adjusted or reduced by the
switches along its traversing path, and Weight (=).

We "rst specify the behaviors of each connection's source and destination in our algorithm.

Algorithm 2. End system behavior

Source behaviors
The source starts to transimit at ACR:"ICR, which is greater than or equal to its MCR;
For every N

rm
transmitted data cells, the source sends a forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER,=)

cell with its "elds initialized with

CCR :"ACR;
MCR :"MCR;
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t In fact, ul can be set to any value when nl"0.

ER :"PCR;
= :"=;

Upon the receipt of a backward RM(CCR, MCR, ER,=) cell from the destination, the ACR at
the source is adjusted to:

ACR :"ER.

Destination behavior
The destination end system of a connection simply returns every RM cell back towards the

source upon receiving it.
Note that since RM cells are periodically transmitted, once every N

rm
data cells (e.g. 32), the

overhead for carrying such #ow control is, therefore, bounded with a "xed marginal percentage of
network capacity.

Now we present the switch algorithm used in the network, which calculates the rate allocation
for each connection. At each output port of a switch, we maintain a table and keep track of the
state information of each traversing connection (also called per #ow accounting). Speci"cally, for
each forward RM cell at an output port of a link, the switch records the CCR, MCR, and= for
such connection and performs rate calculation; for each backward RM cell, the switch updates its
ER "eld with the calculated rate (see Algorithm 4). The following are some additional link
parameters and variables used in the switch algorithm.

nl: Number of connections in Sl, i.e., nl"DSlD, l3L.
ril: CCR value of connections i3Sl at link l.
bil: Bit used to mark connection i3Sl at link l.

bil"G
1

0

if connection i3Sl is marked at link l;

if connection i3Sl is unmarked at link l.

Ml: Set of connections marked at link l, i.e., Ml"Mi D i3Sl and bil"1N.
Ul: Set of connections unmarked at link l, i.e., Ul"Mi D i3Sl and bil"0N, and MlXUl"Sl.
ul: An auxiliary variable at link l used to facilitate rate calculation, and is calculated as

follows.

Algorithm 3. ul calculation

ul :"G
R if nl"0t

Cl!+
i3sl

ril
+
i3sl

w
i

#max
i3sl

ril!MCRi

w
i

if DMlD"nl

(Cl!+
i3sl

MCRi)!+
i3Ml

(ril!MCRi)

+
i3Ul

w
i

otherwise (i.e., DMlDOnl)
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AThis information is conveyed through some unspeci"ed bits in the RM cell, which can be set either at the source or the
UNI.

We give some intuition for the auxiliary variable ul in Algorithm 3 under the special case when
both MCRi"0 and w

i
"1 for all i3S, i.e., the classical max}min case. In this special case, the

last expression becomes ul:"(Cl!+
i|Ml

ril)/DUlD when not all connections are marked. This is
precisely the expression commonly used to calculate max}min rate allocation. The second
expression for ul shows what happens when all connections are marked, which would be the case
when the distributed algorithm converges. In this case, Cl"+

i|Sl
ril at a saturated link where all

connections are marked and the second expression simply becomes ul:"max
i|Sl

ril, i.e., the
max}min bottleneck link. Such simple special case for max}min was done in Reference 10. By
taking into account of the weight and minimum rate of each connection, our construction of
ul calculation in Algorithm 3 generalizes that in Reference 10.

The following algorithm speci"es our switch behaviour at each output port, with the following
initializations: Sl"0; nl"0; and ul"R.

Algorithm 4. Switch behavior

Upon the receipt of a forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER,=) cell from the source of connection i M
if RM cell signals connection terminationA M

Sl :"Sl!MiN; /* Remove the terminating connection from the table. */
nl :"nl!1;
table

}
update( );

N

if RM cell signals connection initiation M
Sl :"SlXMiN; /* Add the newly initiated connection to the table. */
nl :"nl#1;
ril :"CCR; MCRi :"MCR; w

i
:"=; bil :"0;

table
}
update( );

N

else /* i.e., RM cell belongs to an ongoing active connection. */ M
ril :"CCR; MCRi :"MCR; w

i
:"=;

if A
ril!MCRi

w
i

)ulB then bil :"1;

table
}
update( );

N

Forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER,=) towards its destination;
N

Upon the receipt of a backward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, =) cell from the destination of
connection iM

ER :"maxMminMER, (ul )wi
#MCRi)N, MCRiN;

Forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER,=) towards its source;
N
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table
}
update( )

M
rate
}
calculation

}
1: use Algorithm 3 to calculate u1l ;

Unmark any marked connection i3Sl at link l with (ril!MCRi)/w
i
'u1l ;

/* Update ul after the above unmarking operation. */
rate
}
calculation

}
2: use Algorithm 3 to calculate ul;

if (ul(u1l ), then M
Unmark any marked connection i3Sl at link l with (ril!MCRi/)/w

i
'ul;

rate
}
calculation

}
3: use Algorithm 3 to calculate ul again;

N
N

As shown in the above end systems (source and destination) and switch algorithms, each source
is allowed to transmit at a rate of ACR and adjust its ACR to the ER rate upon receiving
returning RM cell. The CCR "eld in the forward RM cell (set to ACR at source) informs each
switch along its traversing path about the connection's current rate. The variable ul at link l3L
serves the roles of estimating MCR-o!setted and weight-normalized max}min rate. The switches
maintains a table at each output port to record all the traversing connections and their rate
information. The set of connections are considered &non-conforming' connections (denoted by set
Ul at link l) if their last seen CCR satis"es (CCR!MCR)/='ul. Similarly, connections with
(CCR!MCR/=))ul are called &conforming' connections (denoted by set Ml at link l) and are
therefore marked (b bit set to 1). The connections in the conforming set are assumed to converge
to our rate allocation while connection in the non-conforming set are those that are still under
transient iterations. During the iteration process, after each time ul is updated, a connection
previously belonging to Ml may be unmarked and become a connection in Ul (see table

}
update

subroutine).

¹heorem 1. After the number of video connections in the network stabilizes, the rate allocation for
each connection by the distributed feedback control algorithm converges to the =PMM rate
allocation.

We refer interested readers to the appendix for a sketch of the proof.

4.2. Simulation results

Theorem 1 gives us a theoretical guarantee that our feedback-based #ow control algorithm
converges to our bandwidth sharing policy under any network con"guration and any set of link
distances. In this sub-section, we use simulation results to show the convergence property of this
feedback control algorithm.

For the networks in the simulation, all ATM switches are assumed to have output port
bu!ering with su$cient internal switching capacity for the aggregate rates from all input ports.
Each output port employs the simple First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queuing discipline for all cells
destined to that port. We assume that the internal switching delay for a cell from an input port to
an output port is 4 ls (not including the queuing delay at the output port). Consistent with the
link capacity used in the examples in Section 3, we set Cl"10 Mbps at every link l3L for
explicit rate calculation (Algorithm 4). In actual simulation, we set the link capacity to 10)526
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Figure 4. The ACR of all connections for the peer-to-peer network con"guration

("10/0)95) Mbps and a target link utilization of 0)95, i.e., Cl"(10/0)95)]0)95"10 Mbps. By
setting a target link utilization strictly less than 1, we ensure that the potential packets build up at
a bottleneck link during transient period will be emptied upon algorithm's convergence. The
distance from an end system (source or destination) to the switch is 1 km and the link distance
between switches is 1000 km (corresponding to a wide area network). We assume that the
propagation delay is 5 ls/km.

At a source side, we set the initial transmission rate (i.e., ICR) to be the same as the minimum
required rate (MCR) for the video. N

rm
is set to 32 for all video connections.

4.2.1. The peer-to-peer network. For this network (Figure 2), there are three connections going
to the same output port of SW1. The minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, weight,
and rate allocation for each connection are listed in Table I.

Figure 4 shows the ACR behaviour in our simulation run for VC1, VC2, and VC3, respectively.
Each connection starts with its minimum rate. The "rst RM cell of each connection returns to its
source after one Round Trip Time (RTT), or 10 ms. After a few iterations, we see that the cell rate
of each connection converges to its respective rate listed in Table I. Also, we "nd that during the
course of iterations, the ACR of each connection is bounded between its minimum rate and peak
rate, i.e., MCR)ACR)PCR.

Note that during the transient period, packets may build up at the bottleneck link (see Figure 4
during 10 ms(t(25 ms where (5)0#4)0#3)0)"12)0'10)526 Mbps), we assume that ad-
equate bu!er space has been reserved at each traversing link at call set-up time. For example, we
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Figure 5. The ACR of all connections for the three node network con"guration

may use the per #ow accounting based bu!er management mechanism in Reference 12 to reserve
adequate bu!er space for each #ow.

4.2.2. The three-node network. For this network (Figure 3), there are four connections and the
output port links of SW1 (Link12) and SW2 (Link23) are potential bottleneck links. The
minimum required rate, peak rate constraint, weight, and rate allocation for each connection are
listed in Table III.

Figure 5 shows the ACR of each connection in our simulation run. Again, each connection
starts with its minimum rate. The ACR of each connection is always bounded between its MCR
and PCR during the course of the connection. Upon convergence, the rate allocation for each
connection matches the respective rate listed in Table III.

4.2.3. A parking lot network. Figure 6 shows a parking lot con"guration, where connections
VC1 and VC2 start from the "rst switch and go to the last switch; and connections VC3 and VC4
start from SW2 and SW3, respectively, and terminate at the last switch.

Table V lists the minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, weight, and our rate
allocation under Algorithm 1 for each connection.

Figure 7 shows the ACR of each connection in our simulation run. Again, each connection
starts to transmit at MCR and converges to the respective rate listed in Table V.
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Figure 6. A parking lot network

Table V. Minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, weight, and weight-
based rate allocation for each connection under the parking lot network

VCI MCR (Mbps) PCR (Mbps) Weight Rate allocation (Mbps)

VC1 1)5 3)5 4 2)543
VC2 1)0 2)0 2 1)522
VC3 1)0 5)0 8 3)087
VC4 0)5 5)0 9 2)848

4.3. Minimum rate guarantee with pushout mechanism

Under our framework, a video connection is admitted into the network if it satis"es equa-
tion (1). That is, only when the addition of the MCR of the new connection to the existing MCRs
of other connections in the network do not exceed link capacity along every link the new
connection traverses will we admit the new video connection.

According to Theorem 1 and as shown in the above simulation results, our feedback #ow
control algorithm is capable of converging to the WPMM rate allocation as long as the number
of video connections in the network stabilizes for a period of time. However, during transient
convergence period, such as when a new connection is admitted into the network, the output
bu!er at a node may build up and over#ow if bu!er space has not been provisioned adequately.
Under such bu!er over#ow scenario, the minimum rate of a connection may not be always
guaranteed due to cell loss. To provide a minimum rate (MCR) guarantee to each connection at
all time at each node, we introduce the following cell marking and bu!er management mechanism
in our framework.

We de"ne two types of cells within each video connection; the Minimum Rate (MR) cells and
the Additional Rate (AR) cells. The MR cells are supported by MCR and should have guaranteed
delivery at all time. The AR cells carry tra$c in excess of MCR and share any remaining available
network bandwidth with other connections. We assume that each source end system is capable of
marking its output cell stream into MR cells and AR cells. Upon the convergence of our #ow
control algorithm, the sum of MR and AR cells for each connection equal to the WPMM rate
allocation for such connection. However, during transient convergence period, the sum of MR
and AR may di!er from WPMM rate allocation for a connection and bu!er may build up and
over#ow.

We employ the so-called pushout cell discarding mechanism to guarantee the MCR of a video
connection13,14 during transient congestion period. When a MR cell of a video connection
arrives at a node and the bu!er is full, an AR cell is discarded (pushed out) in the bu!er to leave
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Figure 7. The ACR of all connections for the parking lot network con"guration

room for the incoming MR cell. Therefore, as far as MR cells are concerned, they have exclusive
access of the output port bu!er during congestion and are never starved out of bu!er space
because of AR cells. Since the sum of MCRs at a node is always less than the link capacity under
our admission control (equation (1)), an incoming MR cell is always guaranteed to be served at
a node with the pushout mechanism. Thus, the MCR of each connection is guaranteed at all time
at each node, including transient convergence period.

5. VIDEO SOURCE RATE ADAPTATION ALGORITHM

Our feedback control algorithm based on ABR mechanism in the last section achieves our rate
allocation policy through distributed and asynchronous iterations. The minimum rate of each
video connection is always guaranteed throughout a connection's lifetime and any excess
network bandwidth is shared among video connections according to the weight of each connec-
tion under the WPMM policy. Note that our distributed feedback control allows the joining of
a new connection into the network and the termination of an existing connection. Based on the
current set of connections in the network, our feedback control algorithm is always in the process
of iterations with the aim of converging to our weight-based rate allocation. It can be shown that
the convergence time is upper bounded by 2)5KD, where K is the number of bottleneck rates in
the network and D is the maximum round trip time among all connections.15

A problem associated with an ABR-like feedback control algorithm is that during the transient
period when the algorithm is attempting to converge to the "nal rate allocation, the ER value in
the returning RM cells is continually changing. Since the ACR of a source is adjusted to ER
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immediately upon receiving a returning RM cell (see source behaviour in Algorithm 2), the ACR
variable at a source is also continually changing. For example, the simulation results in Figures
4 and 5, and particularly in Figure 7 show that the ACR variable of a connection keeps
undergoing #uctuations during the transient period. Such transient #uctuation of ACR is
undesirable since a video encoder's quantization adjustment period may not be able to follow
such frequent variations. Also, the rapid #uctuations of the video coding rate may adversely
impact the video quality.

To alleviate the above frequent rate adaptation problem, a sophisticated source rate adapta-
tion algorithm was introduced in Reference 6. It predicts the bit rate based on a smoothing
average of ACR at a source and the encoder's bu!er level. Its implementation is quite complex
since the algorithm requires keeping track of the history of ACR (for smoothing average) and
constant monitoring of encoder bu!er content. The accuracy of such algorithm depends on
careful system parameters tuning and there is no guarantee that it will o!er consistent perfor-
mance.

In this section, we present a novel video source rate adaptation algorithm that de-
couples a source's actual transmission rate from its ACR variable. It is both simple to
implement and e!ective to adapt to the "nal rate allocation objective. Our video source rate
adaptation algorithm is based on the following unique property in our feedback control
algorithm.

Note that in our source algorithm (Algorithm 2), the ACR of a source is adjusted immediately
upon receiving a returning RM cell. A closer look at the mechanics of our switch algorithm
(Algorithm 4) reveals that the ACR variable at a source (recorded as CCR in the forward RM cell)
is a variable solely used for the purpose of distributed iterations for protocol convergence and
a source's true transmission rate does not a!ect the "nal rate allocation. That is, a source's true
transmission rate does not have to be identical to its ACR. For example, as long as a source's true
transmission rate is between its MCR and ACR, the overall feedback control protocol can still
operate properly (i.e., the ACR variable of each connection will converge to our rate allocation).
We give a formal de"nition of this property as follows.

Since the ER calculation is highly dependent on the "elds of an RM cell, it is essential to
maintain the correctness of the "elds of each RM cell in order for the #ow control algorithm to
converge to the desired rate allocation. The validity of these "elds of an RM cell should be
checked at network access point and appropriate error control mechanism should be in place
inside the network. These issues are beyond the scope of this paper and we leave them for future
study.

De,nition 1. We say an ABR-like feedback control algorithm has the rate decoupling property
if the actual transmission rate of a source can be decoupled from the ACR variable at the source
without a!ecting the "nal convergence of ACR for rate allocation of all connections.

We stress that such rate decoupling property is a consequence of our special design of switch
algorithm where a table is used to keep track of the state information of each traversing
connections, and the fact that the level of congestion status (e.g. bu!er occupancy, load) does not
play any role in the ER calculation. Feedback control algorithms such as References 6, 16}18 are
unable to o!er such rate decoupling property since congestion status (e.g. bu!er occupancy, load)
is used in ER calculation and such congestion status is determined by the source's actual
transmission rate.
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Property 1. Our ABR-like feedback control algorithm as speci,ed in Algorithm 4 has the rate
decoupling property.

Based on the unique rate decoupling property in our feedback control algorithm, we propose
the following simple source rate adaptation algorithm for each video connection. Instead of
setting a video source's actual transmission rate directly to its ACR, we introduce a new
parameter at the source, called True Cell Rate (TCR), to decouple the direct relationship between
a source's actual transmission rate and the ACR variable. The TCR will be the true transmission
rate of a video source and the ACR will only be used as a reference variable by the source for the
convergence of feedback control protocol. As before, a source keeps updating its ACR upon
receiving each returning RM cell, but the adjustment of the actual transmission rate (i.e., TCR) is
only performed at a time interval, say I, which can be determined by each source encoder's
physical property. One implementation to achieve such decoupling is to maintain a local timer at
the source as a time reference and use a variable which we call Rate Adjustment ¹ime (RA¹) as an
indication for the next time point that a source should adjust its true transmission rate. The
details of such source rate adaptation algorithm is described as follows.

Algorithm 5. Video source rate adaptation

Initially, the source starts to transmit at ACR :"ICR with ICR*MCR and sets RAT :"
time#I;

For every N
rm

transmitted data cells, the source sends a forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER,=) cell
with its "elds initialized with

CCR :"ACR;
MCR :"MCR;
ER :"PCR;
= :"=;

Upon the receipt of a backward RM(CCR, MCR, ER,=) cell from the destination

ACR :"ER;
if (time'"RAT) M

TCR :"ACR; /* Adjust video encoding rate. */
RAT :"RAT#I;
N

Note that the rate adjustment interval I is a local parameter that can be set by each source's
encoder and based on its particular physical property or requirements. Therefore, each source
may have di!erent time interval I for its rate adjustment.

It should be clear that by using such source rate adaptation algorithm (instead of the source
algorithm in Algorithm 2) and the switch algorithm (Algorithm 4), our feedback control algo-
rithm can still converge to the "nal weight-based rate allocation. Furthermore, the upper bound
of 2)5KD for the convergence time still applies.15

To demonstrate the performance of our new source algorithm, we rerun the simulations in the
previous section. Each video source is assumed to have a frame rate of 30 frames/s, or 33)33 ms/
frame.
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Figure 8. The TCR of all video connections for the peer-to-peer network con"guration

Figure 8 shows the source's true transmission rate (i.e., TCR) of each connection for the
peer-to-peer network (see Figure 2 and Table I) under the new source rate adaptation algorithm.
The source rate adjustment intervals are set to I

1
"I

2
"100 ms (or 3 frames) for sources 1 and 2,

and I
3
"133)33 ms (or 4 frames) for source 3. That is, sources 1 and 2 are allowed to adjust their

transmission rate every 3 frames while source 3 is allowed to adjust its rate every 4 frames. The
simulation for ACR variable of each connection is identical to those shown in Figure 4.
Comparing Figures 4 and 8, we "nd that our video source rate adaptation algorithm e!ectively
shields a source's rate adaptation from the undesirable ACR variable #uctuations during
transient periods.

Figure 9 shows the TCR of each connection for the three node network (see Figure 3 and
Table III). The source rate adjustment intervals are I

1
"I

2
"100 ms (or 3 frames) for sources

1 and 2, and I
3
"I

4
"133)33 ms (or 4 frames) for sources 3 and 4. The simulation run for ACR of

each connection is identical to that shown in Figure 5. Again, we "nd that under our new source
rate adaptation algorithm, each video is able to adapt smoothly to its "nal rate share without
undergoing frequent ACR #uctuations during transient periods.

Figure 10 shows the simulation results of TCR for each connection in the parking lot network
(see Figure 6 and Table V). The source rate adjustment intervals are I

1
"I

2
"100 ms (or

3 frames) for sources 1 and 2, I
3
"133)33 ms (or 4 frames) for source 3, and I

4
"200 ms (or

6 frames) for source 4. The simulation run for ACR variables of all connections are identical to
those shown in Figure 7. Again, under our new source rate adaptation algorithm, the transmis-
sion rate of each connection in Figure 10 adapts smoothly to its "nal rate share without
undergoing the undesirable rate #uctuations in Figure 7.
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Figure 9. The TCR of all video connections for the three node network con"guration

E Note that even during transient convergence period where congestion may occur, the minimum rate (MCR) of each video
connection is always guaranteed due to the pushout mechanism at each output port (see Section 4.3). Therefore, packet
loss may only occur to low priority (AR) packets.

Remark 1. In Algorithm 5, a source's rate adaptation interval I is assumed to be a constant.
Such "xed timing requirement may be further relaxed in our overall feedback control algorithm.
That is, each source may adjust its rate at a variable time interval I determined by the source. One
advantage of using a variable time interval for rate adjustment is that we can adjust an encoder's
rate as soon as possible if the returning ER value is less than the current TCR. This will help to
reduce network bu!er requirements and alleviate network congestion during transient period.E

By employing the source rate adaptation mechanism (Algorithm 5), our feedback control
protocol lets each video source operate in a piece-wise CBR-like mode (with infrequent quantiz-
ation changes). The bene"ts of our scheme include: (1) The network is e$ciently utilized and the
quality of each video is further improved if there is available bandwidth from the network; and (2)
The quality of video degrades gracefully (still above minimum presentation quality) when the
network is congested.

6. DYNAMIC MCR RENEGOTIATION AND WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

In our feedback control algorithm, each connection relies on MCR guarantee to support some
minimum video quality and a weight to share any excess network bandwidth beyond its
minimum rate. We have been implicitly assuming that each connection has a prior knowledge of
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Figure 10. The TCR of all video connections for the parking lot network con"guration

the minimum rate requirement. However, it is sometimes di$cult for each connection to have an
accurate estimate of its minimum required rate, let alone to specify how much weight to be
requested. It is therefore desirable to o!er a user the option of re-negotiating its MCR or
adjusting its weight should the user feel necessary. This section demonstrates such capabilities in
our feedback control algorithm.

6.1. MCR renegotiation

Our feedback control algorithm is capable of providing the MCR renegotiation option. The only
criterion that needs to be checked is that the sum of the new MCRs cannot exceed the link's
capacity on any link in the network (see equation (1)). If equation (1) can be satis"ed, the newly
negotiated minimum rate may be granted, otherwise, the request is rejected.

It should be clear that each time when a connection changes its minimum rate, the optimal rate
allocation for all connections in the network will change under Algorithm 1. Theorem 1 guaran-
tees that our distributed feedback control algorithm is able to reiterate and converge to this new
rate allocation for all connections.

As an example, for the peer-to-peer network shown in Figure 2, Table I shows the minimum
rate, peak rate, weight, and rate allocation for each connection. Our feedback control algorithm is
shown to converge to the optimal rate allocation in Table I for each connection (see Figure 4). In
Table VI, we let the minimum rate of VC3 change from 0)5 to 3)0 Mbps and show the rate
allocation for each connection before and after such change. The simulation results of our
feedback control algorithm before VC3's MCR change were shown in Figure 4. In Figure 11, we
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Table VI. Weight-based rate allocation for each connection in the peer-to-peer network before
and after VC3 has renegotiated a new MCR

MCR (Mbps) Rate allocation (Mbps)

VCI Before After PCR (Mbps) Weight Before After

VC1 1)5 1)5 10)0 1 4)0 3)0
VC2 1)0 1)0 3)0 1 3)0 2)5
VC3 0)5 3)0 5)0 1 3)0 4)5

Figure 11. The TCRs of all video connections for the peer-to-peer network con"guration. VC3 has renegotiated a new
MCR requirement

continue the same simulation run in Figure 4 and at time t"300 ms, we change VC3's MCR
requirement from 0)5 to 3)0 Mbps. At time t"400 ms, VC1 and VC2 adapt to their respective
new rates of 3)0 and 2)5 Mbps (since I

1
"I

2
"100 ms); and at t"433)33 ms, VC3 adapts to its

new rate of 4)5 Mbps (since I
3
"133)33 ms). The new rate allocation for each connection by our

distributed feedback control algorithm match the respective rate allocation listed in Table VI.

6.2. Weight adjustment

Unlike MCR renegotiation, where a connection's MCR adjustment may be denied if such
negotiation violates equation (1), the adjustment of a connection's weight is always achievable.
This is because the minimum rate of a connection corresponds to a guaranteed rate and o!ers
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Table VII. Weight-based rate allocation for each connection in the three node
network after VC1 changes its weight

Weight Rate allocation (Mbps)

VCI MCR (Mbps) PCR (Mbps) Before After Before After

VC1 0)5 7)5 0)5 4)0 1)5 3)7
VC2 1)5 9)0 1)5 1)5 4)5 2)7
VC3 2)0 4)0 2)0 2)0 4)0 3)6
VC4 1)0 10)0 1)0 1)0 8)5 6)3

Figure 12. The TCRs of all video connections for the three node network con"guration. VC1 changed its weight from
0)5 to 4)0

a CBR-like service, while the weight of a connection is used to share any unguaranteed (or
available) network bandwidth in addition to its minimum rate. Similar to the case in MCR
renegotiation, once a connection adjusts its weight, the new rate allocation for all connections will
change under Algorithm 1. Again, our feedback control algorithm is able to re-iterate and
converge to the new rate vector.

As an example, for the three-node network (Figure 3), with minimum rate and peak rate for
each connection being the same as those listed in Table III, Table VII shows the rate allocation
(under Algorithm 1) for each connection before and after the weight of VC1 is adjusted from 0)5 to
4)0. In Figure 12, we continue the same simulation run in Figure 9 and at time t"300 ms, the
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weight of VC1 is adjusted from 0)5 to 4)0. At time t"400 ms, the rates for VC1 and VC2 adapt to
their new respective rates of 3)7 and 2)7 Mbps (since I

1
"I

2
"100 ms); and at t"433)33 ms, the

rates of VC3 and VC4 also adapt to their respective rates of 3)6 and 6)3 Mbps (since
I
3
"I

4
"133)33 ms). Comparing with those rates listed in Table VII, we have demonstrated that

our feedback control algorithm is capable of converging to the new rate allocation when the
weight of a connection is changed to a new value.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The ABR #ow control mechanism o!ers attractive features for transporting rate-adaptive
video. Such feedback control maintains the simplicity of admission control for CBR with
minimum rate guarantee and at the same time, exploits any available network bandwidth
through feedback. This paper sets up a framework for network bandwidth sharing among video
connections using an ABR-like feedback control. The main contributions in this paper are listed
as follows.

f We introduced a weight-based rate allocation for video application. This rate allocation
supports the minimum rate requirement and peak rate constraint of each connection
and associate each connection with a weight to share any excessive network bandwidth.
To the best of our knowledge, such weight-based rate allocation policy, combined with
the minimum rate renegotiation and weight adjustment options, o!ers the greatest #exibility
in terms of bandwidth sharing among all rate allocation policies based on the classical
max}min.

f We presented a feedback control algorithm using an ABR-like mechanism. This algorithm
speci"es the behaviour at each switch as well as at the source and destination of each
connection. Our feedback control algorithm was shown to provide guaranteed convergence
to our rate allocation policy. Furthermore, by incorporating the pushout mechanism at each
node, the MCR of each connection is guaranteed at all time, including transient convergence
period.

f Our feedback control algorithm possesses the unique property that a source's actual trans-
mission rate can be decoupled from the ACR variable used for protocol convergence. We
stress that such rate decoupling property is a consequence of our special design of switch
algorithm where a table is used to keep track of the state information of each traversing
connections (per #ow accounting), as well as the fact that the level of congestion status (e.g.
bu!er occupancy, load) does not play any role in the ER calculation. Other ABR algorithms
that rely on congestion status (e.g. bu!er occupancy, load) in ER calculation are unable to
o!er such rate decoupling property.

f The rate decoupling property in our switch algorithm enabled us to design a novel source rate
adaptation algorithm to avoid the undesirable rate #uctuations during transient periods. We
demonstrated that with the new source rate adaptation algorithm, our overall feedback
control algorithm converges smoothly to the "nal rate allocation without frequent #uctu-
ations during transient periods.

f We demonstrated simple MCR renegotiation and weight adjustment options for each video
connection and showed that our feedback control algorithm is capable of supporting such
options. The MCR renegotiation maintains the simplicity of connection management
for guaranteed minimum rate and encompasses the Re-negotiated CBR (RCBR) feature
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proposed in Reference 19, while the weight adjustment option o!ers further #exibility in
sharing any excess network bandwidth beyond a connection's minimum rate. We believe that
such dynamic on-line renegotiation options o!er useful #exibility in bandwidth allocation for
video applications, whose durations are typically on the order of tens of minutes.

Our future work will focus on other issues in our feedback control algorithm. One challenging
issue for us is to reduce the storage and computational complexity of our algorithm (currently
O(N) ) and yet retain the guaranteed convergence property. Another issue is to study the
pricing policy associated with the weight assignment and adjustment in our rate allocation
algorithm. Our work in this paper has demonstrated the technical capability of o!ering such
#exible weight adjustment option, but the pricing issue from such an option deserves further
investigation.
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APPENDIX: CONVERGENCE OF FEEDBACK CONTROL ALGORITHM

The key concept used in the convergence proof of our distributed algorithm is the notion of
marking consistent, which is de"ned as follows.

De,nition 2. Let Ml be the set of connections that are marked at link l3L and kl be
calculated according to Algorithm 3. The marking of connections at link l3L is marking-
consistent if

(ril!MCRi)/w
i
)kl

for every connection i3Ml.

It can be shown that by using the three-step rate calculation for kl in the &table
}
update( )'

subroutine of Algorithm 4, the marking of all connections at a link satis"es the marking-
consistent property after the switch algorithm is performed for each RM cell traversing this
link.15

Denote M the total number of iterations needed to execute Algorithm 1. It can be shown that
M)DSD, where DSD is the total number of connections in the network.15 Let S

i
, 1)i)M, be

the set of connections being removed at the end of the ith iteration, i.e., connections in S
i
have

either reached their WPMM-bottleneck link rate or their PCRs during the ith iteration of
Algorithm 1. Let q

i
, 1)i)M, be de"ned as follows:

q
i
"

rs!MCRs

w
s

for every s3S
i
, 1)i)M
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where rs is the "nal WPMM rate allocation for connection s by Algorithm 1. By the operation of
Algorithm 1, for a connection p3S which has not yet gone through a saturated link or reached
its PCR, its (rp!MCRp)/w

p
increases at each iteration. Therefore, we have q

1
(q

2
(2(q

M
.

It can be shown that after some "nite time ¹
1
, the set of connections in s3S

1
will either reach

their WPMM-bottleneck link rate or their PCR constraints. These connections will be allocated
with their optimal rates permanently and are marked at every link they traverse. By the operation
of our rate calculation in the switch algorithm, such marked connections (as well as their
associated bandwidth) can be used as the base case of an induction argument for the convergence
of the second level WPMM rate allocation (i.e., s3S

2
). Using the same token (i.e. induction), it

can be shown that eventually all connections in the network will reach their WPMM rate
allocation and will be marked at every link they traverses.15 For a complete formal proof, we refer
interested readers to Reference 15.
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